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For your first playthrough of Dark Souls II, there are a few things you should keep in mind. Newcomers often need to relearn a lot of things like the fighting system, battle mechanics, and equipment, so youre bound to find yourself in a few pretty frustrating situations along the way. Spend a little time getting used to the controls before rushing into battle, and
always use items to heal yourself instead of using mana reserves. One of the things that sets Dark Souls II apart from its predecessors is the sheer amount of content found within. The full game takes place over a dozen interconnected lands, each with their own set of landscapes and character-loved landmarks. Theres so much to do that players will have to

make decisions on where to travel every second of their experience. Because of that, mistakes have even greater consequences than they did in the previous games in the series. Theres no map and some places arent even indicated on the world map. Some of the characters you find in Dark Souls II go against type. Low-level characters often havnt really
fought yet, so theres no real need to train them up. They simply cant use the same weapons and armor as you can, but you can still get some free experience by fighting them. Most players like to explore the entirety of Dark Souls II, and finding all of the game-changing secrets requires a lot of time. Some of these paths and places arent even marked on the

map, and even when they are, theyre often hidden behind high barriers. This is a time-consuming part of the game and should definitely be planned out before you begin.
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I cannot think of many video games that are as intense as Dark Souls II. It is both the best of the worst and an absolute delight at the same time. The gameplay, as described in the previous section, is nice and easy. The downside? Most players will be screwed before they even find their way out of the first boss room. Theyre missing a key, a path is blocked,
theyre locked out of a room, and its probably the fourth time theyve forgotten about that lever. This is the first key to mastering Dark Souls II. Youre going to die a lot. Maybe even more times than you did in the first game, and that makes the experience more rewarding. The second way to master the game is to accept its challenges. Dark Souls II is easy.

Heres how to beat a boss in under five minutes. Heres how to beat the spider queen in three hours. The secret to surviving this game is in the way you react to attacks and what you do when you die. Its hard to describe, but its the only way to survive. The third way to master the game is to build your character in a way that best suits you. Youll want to find a
weapon or armor that youre comfortable with and that suits your playstyle, and youll want to make sure you have the ability to heal yourself at all times, as do most of the bosses in the game. The fourth key to surviving in Dark Souls II is to keep the fire close and stay on the beaten path. If youre feeling especially frustrated, pick up on some random skills you

can use to help you progress, but be careful. Blood is an important factor in the Dark Souls II combat system. It isnt consumed by you and instead is a component of a players attacks that does a certain amount of damage to their opponent. Blood is actually your weapon, and youll have to spend stamina to perform actions like slashing or hitting, and extra
stamina to keep drinking your weapon. Blood pools at the bottom of your screen, so when your weapon is empty, press the attack button to continue drawing blood. 5ec8ef588b
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